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A B ST R A C T
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey has been instrumental in obtaining a homogeneous 
sample of the rare AM CVn stars: mass-transferring binary white dwarfs. As part of 
a campaign of spectroscopic follow-up on candidate AM CVn stars from the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey, we have obtained time-resolved spectra of the g =  20.2 candidate 
SDSS J155252.48+320150.9 on the Very Large Telescope of the European Southern 
Observatory. We report an orbital period Porb =  3376.3 ±  0.3 s, or 56.272 ±  0.005 
min, based on an observed ‘S-wave’ in the helium emission lines of the spectra. This 
confirms the ultracompact nature of the binary. Despite its relative closeness to the 
orbital period minimum for hydrogen-rich donors, there is no evidence for hydrogen 
in the spectra. We thus classify SDSS J1552 as a new bona fide AM CVn star, with 
the second-longest orbital period after V396 Hya (P  =  65.5min). The continuum of 
SDSSJ1552 is compatible with either a blackbody or helium atmosphere of Teff =  
12,000 — 15, 000 K. If this represents the photosphere of the accreting white dwarf, as 
is expected, it puts the accretor at the upper end of the tem perature range predicted 
by thermal evolution models. This suggests tha t SDSS J1552 consists of (or formerly 
consisted of) relatively high-mass components.
K ey  w ords: stars: individual: SDSS J155252.48+320150.9 -  binaries: close -  novae, 
cataclysmic variables -  accretion, accretion discs
1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
The AM CVn stars are double-degenerate, interacting 
white dwarf binaries with ultrashort orbital periods (be­
low the orbital period minimum for hydrogen-rich donors). 
Since they form the evolutionary end-product of several 
stellar evolutionary scenarios (e.g. Nelemans et al. 2001; 
Podsiadlowski et al. 2003 for recent studies) they are of in­
terest as calibrators for binary evolution theory. Further­
more, their importance as LISA  sources has been noted (e.g. 
Nelemans et al. 2004; Stroeer et al. 2005; Stroeer & Vecchio
2006), being currently the only known observable sources 
of gravitational waves (e.g. Roelofs et al. 2007b), as well 
as their potential for producing (subluminous) supernova- 
Ia-like explosions (‘SN.Ia’; Bildsten et al. 2007). Although 
about 20 AM CVn systems are known at present, the ma­
jority of these have emerged serendipitously from various 
surveys over the years, which until recently had made it im­
possible to study their population and derive fundamental 
numbers such as their space density, crucial for calibrating 
predictions from binary stellar evolution theory.
* E-mail: groelofs@ cfa.harvard.edu
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) 
has provided the first homogeneous sample of six sys­
tems (Roelofs et al. 2005; Anderson et al. 2005; Groot et al.
2007) for which a population study could be done 
(Roelofs et al. 2007c). Table 1 shows the basic data on these 
six objects. In order to characterise this sample, we have pur­
sued follow-up observations of the new (candidate) systems 
reported in the aforementioned papers. In this paper we re­
port our results of an extensive set of observations of one of 
these, SDSS J155252.48+320150.9 (hereafter SDSS J1552), 
that we obtained with the Very Large Telescope of the Eu­
ropean Southern Observatory, Chile.
2 OBSERVATIONS A N D  DATA R E D U C T IO N
Phase-resolved spectroscopy of SDSS J1552 was obtained in 
‘service mode’ on a total of 14 nights in May through August 
of 2006 (see the observation log, table 2) with the Very Large 
Telescope (VLT) of the European Southern Observatory and 
the FOcal Reducer/low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2). 
The observations consist of 312 spectra in the blue-visual 
range (grism 600B), each having a 196-second exposure time.
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SDSS u g r i z Porb (min) Reference
J012940.05+384210.4 19.66 19.81 20.04 20.23 20.60 _ Anderson et al. (2005)
J092638.71+362402.4 18.71 18.96 19.19 19.39 19.39 28.31 ±  0.01 Anderson et al. (2005); M arsh e t al. (2006)
J120841.97+355025.2 18.80 18.77 18.94 19.09 19.17 - G root et al. (2007)
J12 4 0 5 8 .0 3 -015919.2 19.46 19.56 19.79 20.02 20.14 37.36 ±  0.01 Roelofs et al. (2005)
J141118.31+481257.6 19.28 19.35 19.51 19.72 19.82 46 ±  2 Anderson et al. (2005); G root et al. (2007)
J155252.48+320150.9 20.13 20.23 20.32 20.41 20.57 56.272 ±  0.005 T his paper; A nderson e t al. (2005)
T a b le  1. Overview of th e  six AM CVn system s (or candidates) discovered from  th e  SDSS-I, including coordinates, ugriz m agnitudes, 
and curren t m easurem ents of th e ir  o rb ita l periods if available.
D ate UT N um ber of 
exposures
2006/05/01 06:41-07:30 13
2006/05/02 05:51-06:38 13
2006/05/22 02:33-05:07 39
2006/05/23 02:11-06:27 65
2006/06/17 00:27-01:15 13
2006/06/18 00:21-02:10 26
2006/06/22 04:02-04:49 13
2006/07/03 02:51-03:39 13
2006/07/17 00:41-03:13 39
2006/07/22 01:24-02:12 13
2006/07/28 23:17-23:59 13
2006/07/29 00:00-01:54 26
2006/08/02 01:12-01:59 13
2006/08/16 00:11-01:04 13
T a b le  2. Log of our observations of SD SSJ1552 w ith th e  
V L T +F O R S2 and th e  600B grism . All exposure tim es were 196 s.
Median seeing was about 0.8//, although on a few nights the 
seeing was significantly worse at ~  1.5".
All observations were done with a 1// slit. The object’s 
celestial position necessitated observations at large zenith 
angle, where the differential refraction in the atmosphere 
could not be fully compensated for by the Atmospheric Dis­
persion Corrector, and the slit was therefore set at paral­
lactic angle for all observations. The detector was the MIT 
CCD mosaic binned by 2 x 2 pixels, and set to low read­
out speed and high gain. The bias subtraction was done 
by subtracting sixth-order Legendre polynomial fits to the 
overscan region of each image. A normalised flatfield frame 
was constructed by averaging the total set of incandescent 
lamp flatfield frames (5 per night) with rejection of outliers 
(cosmic rays).
All spectra were extracted using the IRAF implementa­
tion of optimal (variance-weighted) extraction. Wavelength 
calibration was done using the standard HeHgCd arc ex­
posures taken during the day. No significant drifts in the 
arcs were observed over the months of our observations. The 
residuals of the fourth-order legendre polynomial fit to the 
arc lines were about 0.1 A. All spectra were transformed to 
the heliocentric rest-frame prior to analysis.
The spectra were flux-calibrated using the spectropho- 
tometric standard stars LTT7379, observed on June 27 and 
28, and Feige 110, observed on June 22, 26, 27 and 28 of
2006. The flux standard spectra were taken with the same
1// slit.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Average spectrum
The average VLT spectrum of SDSS J1552 is shown in figure
1. It shows a blue continuum with strong emission lines of 
helium, very comparable to the long-period AM CVn stars 
GP Com (P  =  46 min) and V396 Hya (P  =  65 min) (e.g. 
Nather et al. 1981; Ruiz et al. 2001; Morales-Rueda et al. 
2003). As in aforementioned systems, the helium lines are 
triple-peaked, as can best be seen in the He I 5015 line. The 
‘central spikes’ that run in between the common red and 
blue wings of the emission lines in fact dominate some of 
the helium emission line profiles, as can be seen in e.g. He I 
4471. In addition to the helium emission lines, there is sig­
nificant absorption from the Mg I b triplet around 5175 A. 
This absorption, which is observed in several of the metal- 
rich DZ white dwarfs (e.g. Dufour et al. 2007) and usually 
attributed to recent or ongoing accretion of metal-rich mat­
ter, could be a feature of the accreting white dwarf’s pho­
tosphere. We subsequently identify the absorption lines at 
3833 and 3839 A with Mg I as well (see also Zuckerman et al. 
2003).
To measure the temperature of the continuum, without 
the availability of simultaneous and nearby spectrophoto- 
metric standard star exposures, we use the following pro­
cedure. We create average spectra of SDSS J1552 for three 
seeing bins: better than 0.6", 0.6" — 0.7", and 0.7" — 0.8", 
where we use the seeing as recorded by the seeing monitor 
at Cerro Paranal. Each of these bins contains about 30 spec­
tra; the spectra taken under worse seeing conditions are not 
used in order to limit (wavelength-dependent) slit losses as 
much as possible. For each bin, we assign one (Feige 110) or 
two (Feige 110 & LTT7379) standard star spectra that were 
taken in comparable seeing conditions, depending on avail­
ability. This way the slit losses should -  on average, and as 
much as possible -  be the same in the binned average spectra 
and in the standard star spectra. We correct for the differ­
ences in airmass using atmospheric extinction data for Cerro 
Paranal taken from Patat (2003). This procedure gives a to­
tal of 5 flux-calibrated spectra that are more or less indepen­
dent, and which sample the stochastic variations in for in­
stance the positioning of the stars on the slit as much as pos­
sible. We fit a blackbody to these individual flux-calibrated 
spectra while masking out the obvious spectral lines, and 
find temperatures between Teff =  12, 000 — 15, 000 K. The 
hotter temperature fits are obtained for the better seeing 
bins, where the slit losses should on average be smaller.
In addition to ideal blackbodies we fit helium- 
atmosphere (DB) white dwarf models from D. Koester, mo­
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F ig u r e  1. Average spectrum  of SDSS J1552, including line iden­
tifications of th e  helium  emission lines and th e  Mg I absorption  
trip le ts . T he lower line, only well visible in th e  blue p a r t of the  
spectrum  and near skylines due to  th e  E a r th ’s a tm osphere in th e  
red p a rt, indicates th e  estim ated  noise level. T he inset shows a 
close-up of th e  trip le-peaked profile of th e  He I  5015 emission line.
tivated by the fact that the accretor is accreting helium, 
and the fact that several such systems unambiguously show 
helium atmospheres (see Roelofs et al. 2005, 2006a). This 
yields comparable temperatures, on average about 500 K 
lower than pure blackbody fits.
Finally, the broad-band colours from the SDSS (ta­
ble 1) match best with a blackbody of Teff ~  13,000 K 
(see Roelofs et al. 2007c). Broad-band near-UV and far- 
UV detections of SDSSJ1552 in the all-sky survey of the 
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX), despite their lim­
ited accuracy, favour a Teff ~  15,000 K blackbody or a 
Teff «  14, 000 K DB white dwarf; see figure 2. (These data 
have not been corrected for Galactic reddening, but the red­
dening is estimated to be relatively low in the direction of 
the object, at E (B  — V ) =  0.025 mag (Schlegel et al. 1998).) 
Everything thus points towards an accretor temperature in 
the range Teff =  12, 000—15, 000 K, if we assume that the op­
tical continuum is dominated by the accretor (Bildsten et al. 
2006). The implications of this relatively high temperature 
are discussed in section 4.
3.2 The spectroscopic period
We search for periodicity in the spectra by calculating a time 
series of flux ratios in the red-shifted and blue-shifted parts 
of the emission lines, as described in Roelofs et al. (2005), 
after Nather et al. (1981). This has in the past proved to 
be an effective method for finding the orbital period of such 
binaries, since the classical ‘S-wave’ signature found in the 
emission lines of many of these systems causes a modulation 
of the red-wing/blue-wing flux ratio on the orbital period.
A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of this flux ratio versus 
time is shown in figure 3. It shows a set of highest peaks 
around 25.59 cycles/day or 3376 seconds, with 1-cycle/day 
aliases, and a set of third harmonics around 77 cycles/day. 
Figure 4 shows the corresponding window function, which 
was constructed by simulating a bright spot feature in our 
spectra and calculating, in the same way, a periodogram of
W a v e le n g t h  (A )
F ig u r e  2. Best-seeing flux-calibrated spectrum  of SDSS J1552 to ­
gether w ith far-U V  and near-U V  detections from  GA LEX (solid 
circles). Top solid line is th e  best-fitting  b lackbody tem p era ­
tu re  of 15,000 K, which was fitted  to  ju s t  th e  optical spectrum . 
M iddle and b o ttom  solid lines indicate 13, 500 K and 12, 000 K 
blackbodies. T he upper and lower d o tted  lines show m odel a t ­
m ospheres from D. Koester, w ith surface gravity  logg =  8, and 
Teff =  14, 000 K and 12, 000 K respectively.
red-wing/blue-wing flux ratios. The process of chopping up 
the emission lines in a red and a blue part discards some 
of the information on the odd higher harmonics of the test 
frequency, which causes power to leak into those frequencies 
as can be seen in the simulated periodogram. The third har­
monics, which are commonly observed in such periodograms 
(Roelofs et al. 2005, 2006a, 2007a), will thus be (partly) ar­
tificial.
3.3 Dynam ic spectrum
Figure 5 shows the dynamic (trailed) spectra around sev­
eral spectral lines of helium, after phase-folding the data 
on the period found from the Lomb-Scargle periodogram 
in the previous section. Also shown is the average trailed 
spectrum of these spectral lines, which provides a better 
signal-to-noise ratio. A classical double-peaked accretion 
disk line profile plus a narrow emission component near 
zero velocity is observed, quite like the other emission-line 
AM CVn stars (e.g., Nather et al. 1981; Ruiz et al. 2001; 
Morales-Rueda et al. 2003; Roelofs et al. 2005). In most 
lines, and most obviously in the combination of several he­
lium lines, the ‘S-wave’ component is clearly visible. This 
component is usually attributed to an enhanced emission at 
the site where the accretion stream impacts the disk, and 
supports our identification of the correct orbital period of 
the binary (for the stream-disc impact point should rotate 
with the binary).
From the S-wave signal and the requirement of its coher­
ence in a phase-folded trailed spectrum, we derive an orbital 
period of Porb =  3376.3 ±  0.3 s. When phase-folded on a pe­
riod that is off by about a quarter of an S-wave cycle over 
the four-month baseline of our observations, the S-wave sig­
nal starts to lose coherence and disappears from the trailed 
spectrum, which gives us a direct estimate of the error on 
the orbital period. Neighbouring 1/day aliases, which show
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F ig u r e  5. Trailed spec tra  (top row), and average-subtracted  tra iled  spectra  of th e  strongest He I and He I I  features. T he right-m ost 
panels show th e  averages of these spec tra l lines.
up relatively strongly in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of 
figure 3, are effectively ruled out by phase-folding the spec­
tra  on these test frequencies, and verifying that the S-wave 
signal is significantly less pronounced at and around these 
frequencies.
4 D ISC U SSIO N
We have presented an orbital period and effective tempera­
ture measurement of the recently discovered AM CVn star 
candidate SDSSJ1552 (Anderson et al. 2005). The orbital 
period of Porb =  3376.3 ±  0.3 s (56.272 ±  0.005 min) con­
firms that the source is an ultracompact binary star, and 
our spectra confirm its hydrogen-deficient nature. We can 
thus classify SDSS J1552 as a new member of the AM CVn 
class.
Of particular interest for long-period AM CVn 
stars is the question of the presence of hydrogen, 
since one of the proposed formation channels for AM 
CVn stars (the ‘evolved-Cataclysmic-Variable channel’; 
Podsiadlowski et al. 2003) predicts that a disproportion­
ately large fraction of AM CVn-like binaries from this chan­
nel reside at orbital periods not too far below the orbital pe­
riod minimum for hydrogen-rich donors (which lies at about 
80 minutes), the majority of which should contain some hy­
drogen. A few hydrogen-rich Cataclysmic Variables (CVs) 
with slightly evolved donors are known, the shortest-period 
one being V485 Cen at Porb =  59 min (Augusteijn et al. 
1996). But in strong contrast with V485 Cen, which has 
a hydrogen-dominated spectrum, there is no evidence for 
hydrogen emission or absorption in the average or in the 
dynamic spectrum of SDSSJ1552. Based on a simple LTE 
model for a slab of helium-rich gas (described in Marsh et al. 
1991), assuming a temperature of around ~11,000K in 
the region where the (helium) emission lines are formed 
(Marsh et al. 1991), we tentatively constrain the hydrogen 
content to H/He < 10-4 by mass. From the apparent ab­
sence of hydrogen in the spectrum we can say at least that
SDSS J1552 is not an evolved CV currently moving towards 
shorter orbital periods, since its hydrogen content would 
have to be at least similar to that of V485 Cen. It could, 
however, still be a binary from the evolved-CV channel if it 
is currently evolving away from a much shorter orbital pe­
riod after fully depleting hydrogen in the donor star’s core. 
But since the number of possible evolutionary solutions in 
which there should still be an easily detectable fraction of 
hydrogen (say, at least 1%) increases with orbital period, 
this becomes less likely for longer-period systems.
For the continuum in SDSS J1552’s spectrum, we have 
measured a temperature between Teff =  12, 000 — 15, 000 K. 
Since the optical continuum is expected to be dominated 
by the accreting white dwarf in such long-period AM CVn 
stars (Bildsten et al. 2006), the measured temperature most 
likely reflects the temperature of the accreting white dwarf. 
It is then very interesting to note that this temperature is 
at the upper end of the range predicted by recent mod­
els for the thermal evolution of the accreting white dwarfs 
in AM CVn binaries (see figure 2 in Bildsten et al. 2006). 
Essentially, more massive components at a given orbital pe­
riod imply higher mass transfer rates as set by gravitational- 
wave radiation, and the resulting stronger accretion heating 
gives a hotter accretor. Our temperature for SDSS J1552 
is best compatible with the evolutionary cooling track of a 
hot donor star paired with a relatively massive accretor of 
M 1 > 1.0 Mq (see Bildsten et al. 2006).
More detailed models for the thermal evolution of the 
donor stars in AM CVns, which allow the donors to cool ra­
diatively (Deloye et al. 2007), indicate that AM CVns with 
hot donors evolve to orbital periods of ~1 h a bit more 
slowly than the adiabatic models of Deloye et al. (2005) used 
in Bildsten et al. (2006), giving the accretors more time to 
cool. This would push our measured temperature even more 
toward the high-mass end of the predicted range, as com­
pared to Bildsten et al. (2006).
Although it is rather indirect evidence, it is an inter­
esting result in the light of recent findings that the donor
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F ig u r e  3. Lomb—Scargle periodogram  of th e  red w ing /b lue  wing 
emission line flux ratios. T he inset shows th e  alias stru c tu re  
around  th e  peak.
F r e q u e n c y  ( c y c l e s / d a y )
F ig u r e  4. Sim ulated Lomb—Scargle periodogram  of th e  red 
w ing/b lue  wing emission line flux ratios, for an  idealized bright 
spo t (perfect sinusoid, constan t visibility) convolved w ith our ac­
tu a l observations (including phase-sm earing due to  finite exposure 
tim es, b u t not including noise). T h is is th e  ‘window function’.
stars in many short-period AM CVn stars appear to be hot­
ter and more massive than they should be if they were fully 
degenerate (Roelofs et al. 2006b, 2007b; Marsh et al. 2006; 
see also Nasser et al. 2001). The accretor’s temperature at 
long orbital periods may provide a completely alternative 
probe of the binary’s component masses when it was still at 
much shorter orbital periods, under the crucial assumption 
that the temperature observed today represents the accre- 
to r’s longer-term equilibrium temperature as predicted by 
the cooling models. This assumption could break down when 
phases of enhanced accretion temporarily raise the accretor’s 
effective temperature (e.g. Piro et al. 2005).
We furthermore cannot exclude that the accretion lu­
minosity contributes to the continuum of the observed spec­
trum, even though the present-day accretion luminosity (as 
set by gravitational-wave radiation) is expected to be small 
compared to the luminosity of the accretor, at these long 
orbital periods (e.g. Bildsten et al. 2006). Even for an M 1 =
1 . 0 M q  accretor, gravitational-wave radiation is only able to 
power an accretion-disc-sized blackbody of Teff ~  3500 K, 
depending on the mass of the donor star and on the exact 
size of the disc (e.g. Roelofs et al. 2007b). It thus appears 
unlikely that a contribution from the disc could noticeably 
increase the observed continuum temperature in such a sys­
tem, even though the disc’s true spectral energy distribution 
will deviate from a single-temperature blackbody.
A question to be discussed is whether our measured 
temperature may be erroneously high; after all, our spec- 
trophotometric standard star observations were less than 
ideal, and wavelength-dependent slit losses may have af­
fected the flux calibrations. However, since SDSS J1552 was 
observed at higher airmass than the standard stars, while we 
have assigned standard star spectra based on near-zenith 
seeing, it can be expected that the blue flux in our spec­
tra  has been suppressed due to worse seeing at higher air- 
mass. This would cause our measurement of Teff to be on 
the low rather than on the high side (and more strongly 
so for the worse-seeing spectra, which gave the lower tem­
peratures). We thus consider it unlikely that we are overes­
timating the continuum temperature. Lastly, we note that 
if one assumes an accretor temperature much higher than
15, 000 K, one would expect to see the helium absorption 
lines of the accretor’s photosphere, as clearly observed in the 
shorter-period AM CVn stars SDSS J1240—0159 and V406 
Hya (Roelofs et al. 2005, 2006a).
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